My Top 5 Greek Mythological Beasts
At number five I have chosen Gegenees.
The Gegenees are a tribe of six armed giants who fought against the Argonauts on Bear
Mountain in Mysia. Jason had landed near to the mountain to gain supplies. The Gegenees
attacked the warriors guarding the Argo and were fought back by Heracles and the other men
guarding the ship. When Jason returned many of the Gegenees were killed or fled. I like these
creatures because in the book and film, Percy Jackson and the Sea of Monsters Percy goes
into a coffee shop and the boy who serves them was an Gegenees. In classical literature, it
appears in the Nuremburg Chronicle written in 1493.

At number four I have chosen the Griffin.
Griffins are creatures with the head and wings of an eagle and the body of a lion. Griffins
protected the gold of the mountains of Scythia which today is near Danube. Hunters would
try to steal their gold and if captured they, along with their horse would be devoured. Griffins
are usually heroic symbols known for their speed and agility. In hieroglyphics griffins
represent heat and summer. In Greek Mythology griffins were always at war with
Arimasapians, one eyed humans who would try to steal the griffins’ gold. The picture is a
vase created in 4BC and in it Apollo is riding a griffin.
At Temple Bar in London where the Stand becomes Fleet street is a statue of a dragon, or
Griffin. ‘East of the griffin’ was once commonly used to mean ‘east of Temple Bar’ in the
city of London.

At number three I have chosen a Pegasus
Pegasus was a flying horse in Greek mythology which is usually depicted as
white in colour. His father was Poseidon, the god of the sea, his mother was the gorgon,
Medusa. Pegasus was born from the severed neck of Medusa, slain by Perseus. Pegasus
allows Bellerophon to ride him to defeat a monster, the Chimera, before realizing many other
exploits. A 110-foot-tall Pegasus statue can be seen at Gulfstream Park in Florida.

At number two I have chosen a Hippocamp
Hippocamps were fish tailed horses of the sea, often Called sea horses in English. They had
the head and foreparts of a horse and a serpentine tail of a fish. In Greek Mythology Poseidon
drove a chariot pulled by them or was often depicted riding them. Their likeness can be found
on the walls of temples, Roman baths, in fountains and even decorating tomb walls.

At number one I have chosen a centaur.

These are my all-time favourite Greek Mythological creatures because one of my favourite
animals is a horse as they are extremely resourceful creatures. Centaurs have the head and
upper body of a man or woman and legs of a horse. The most famous centaur in mythology is
Chiron. Although centaurs are depicted as wild creatures Chiron was wise and civilised. A
statue of a centaur can be seen in Tuileries Garden in Paris sculptured by Laurent Marqueste
in 1892.
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Manchester House News

This term, Manchester had successfully managed to raise money for their charity, The Running
Charity which helps homeless people relax their minds by running and taking part in other sport
activities. In order to raise this money, a small number of Year 7 and 8 boys decided to compete in
the one legged obstacle course. The event was both enjoyable and successful as Manchester
raised over £200, with exceptional performances from Brandon Yuen and Muhammad Akhtar
who gave £120 between them. I would like to congratulate Manchester House on this
achievement as well all other houses who worked their best to raise money and collect food for
worthwhile causes. The House System has played a key role in leading the School's Community
Action and Charitable endeavours which have been recognised nationally as Bolton School has
been awarded the Queen's Award for Voluntary Service, an immense achievement.
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Year 10 Army Leadership Course

On 17th April 2017 Year 10 had their army leadership day during space, the whole point
of this day was to improve and strengthen team building, problem solving and just to see
the challenges that the army face. We were put into 9 groups and we rotated around
the exercises that were set for us, we had to complete these challenges in a set amount
of time.
The first exercise was called “twisted rope” and this challenge consisted of a barrel that
would be filled with water and a can that would be filled with oil both of these objects
were sitting in the middle of an area where we couldn’t enter hence this mimicked a
minefield. To get these objects out of the mimicked minefield, we were only given 2
ropes which were the same size, using the 2 ropes we had to lift the objects without
scraping/dragging them along the ground. We tried looping the ropes through the hole of
the cans but once the rope was through the holes in the can, it became hard to loop it
back as the container was too far away. After a numerous amount of tries, we weren’t
successful. Once we had reached the time limit, we got showed the technique of how to
do it. The way to do it was to place the ropes alongside the barrels and twist them until
the point you can’t twist them anymore, this will mean that you can lift the can without
it dragging it along.
The second challenge wasn’t a challenge, we were just shown the kit that the army
wear and we got to wear the kit.
The third challenge was to rescue a dummy in a triangle, but you could not touch the
floor inside the triangle. The dummy being in the middle of the triangle meant that you
couldn’t reach the dummy even at full stretch. We were given three pieces of wood
which you could use to create a triangle but the triangle that you create had to be selfsupporting meaning that it couldn’t use the floor to support the triangle. Once the
triangle was self-supporting and made, we could put it on the boxes around the dummy
that we going to pick up and we could step on it to rescue the dummy.
The fourth exercise was to get all the people in your group along a bridge that you had
to make yourself, using 1 piece of wood. On this exercise you couldn’t touch the wood
against the floor in moving the wood and you couldn’t fall off or your team would have
to start again including the people that had made it to the other end safely. During this

exercise, there were only 2 safe points where you could stand on the ground, these were
in tires no bigger than a car tire and you could only fit 2 people in.
The fifth exercise was a memory exercise where we had to order numbers 1-10 in
ascending order we could turn around a number to see what number it was then if it was
the next number in the sequence we would bring it back but if it was not then we would
put it back but remembering where we put it back. Once all the numbers were in order,
we had to order the numbers so they added to 15 in each way.
The sixth exercise was the climbing wall, it was as simple as it sounds just climb as high
as you can. One side was harder than the other.
The seventh exercise was the same as the fourth exercise but the gaps were bigger and
the planks wouldn’t reach however the principal was exactly the same as the fourth
exercise but the rest places were bigger like a box. The planks not reaching meant that
we had to balance weight along the planks and find out how to keep them so people can
walk along.
The eighth exercise was to do with running whilst carrying weights in the fastest time
possible. The objects that were placed to carry and run with were a barrel, 2 sticks, an
ammo can and two tires. Out of these objects you picked up 1 object and ran with it to
a cone at which point you would then turn around and come back, to when you would
set the objects up the way they were at the start.
All these activates combined created an amazing day. I want to say “Thank You” to the
army for creating an amazing, unforgettable day.
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Gladiator
The shimmering sun faded into the silhouettes of the leafless trees. It had been several days
since mother had been kidnapped by `importats` - days without food, water or care. They
came in flat bottomed ships carrying swords of steel.
We were startled by voices and the reflection of the sun on men’s swords. They were here. I
could hear my sister crying for help, beautiful golden fur blowing in the wind, fear deep
within her eyes.
They locked us into rusty cages covered by ragged cloths. I wrestled, desperately seeking the
light which seemed key to my survival. It was hopeless. We were transported from our home
to who knows where. Bloodied, sore and exhausted, there was nothing I needed more now
than hope.
“Lisa!”. I woke to my sister’s whispers. Anna stood trembling. “What?” my voice as
unsteady as her posture. She gestured towards guards standing opposite, as if that explained
everything. “We’re trapped”. I tried to move but my ankle chained to the cold, stone floor.
“It’s useless” I said. We collapsed into exhausted sleep, before being woken by the shouts…
The shouts grew louder as we were dragged into separate rooms. The floor shuddered and
tilted back violently. I staggered up into the light. Before me, stood a grotesque imposing
figure swinging a sword, like the ones they carried. I looked around in terror, there were
thousands of people jeering in the sunlight, a booming voice shouted, “Welcome to the
Colosseum!” He moved towards me, raising his sword. My sister attacked, snarling and
biting at him. She pinned him down but he pulled a knife from his boot, driving it into her
leg. She screamed. Adrenaline overcame me- I attacked biting his neck. Looking down at my
sister, I bit harder. He struggled no more. We were led away and once again chained. Men
talked, Anna couldn’t fight and was to be returned to Tunis. Our home. But how could she
survive by herself? I would have to escape. Tonight.
I spent the night planning, thinking about my sister. Today I wasn’t fighting- this was my
chance. I was unchained to drink water and rushed past the guards for the nearest exit. Light.
No shouting, just light. I ran…. all day and all night, away from this place. I wanted no
memory of it. I ran until exhausted. Looking for shelter I fell into darkness.
I was beside a flickering fire, an old woman’s kindly smiling face looking down at me. I felt
no fret. “We need to get you back home to Tunis” she said. She had observed my tag given
when they took me away. Fed and washed, I went to sleep… with hope.
I left on a ship, the coast of Italy fading. Waiting for me, stood Anna smiling in the African
sun. Most of my family are gone. Most of my memories have been replaced with those of
terrible past. But after months of suffering, days of running. Once again…I am free.
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